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Current teaching is that fatty infiltration into the myocardium (lipomatosis or cor adiposum) rarely affects cardiac function. This may not be entirely true. Rupture during acute myocardial infarction has certainly been shown to be more common in the fatty heart. Fat infiltrating in the region of the conduction system is responsible for causing sudden death. Furthermore, it is possible for lipomatous hypertrophy in the heart to even undergo malignant transformation. Since fat is a normal constituent of the heart, it remains undefined as to exactly how much, and in which locations, one considers fatty infiltration to be pathological. Whether fat extends into the myocardium from subpericardial stores, normally increased with aging and obesity, or arises de novo from pluri-potential interstitial cells or cardiac myocytes, is also underdetermined. The distinction is important if fat present in the myocardium were to signify prior episodes of hypoxia, during which intracellular lipids no longer able to be metabolised by mitochondria get extruded and phagocytosed. Transdifferentiation of cardiac muscle into mature adipocytes has indeed been described in association with cardiomyopathy. This transdifferentiation has been proposed as a possible pathogenetic mechanism for arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy.

The mechanism by which fatty infiltration promotes arrhythmogenicity and/or causes sudden death has never been well addressed. Infiltrating fat may provoke automaticity, and produce atrophy and degeneration of adjacent myocardial cells, or separate the myocardial cells, thereby reducing the number of sites or the area of intercellular communications. Fat deposition in the heart has been described as a complication in long term parenteral nutrition. Substantial evidence also exists showing that an excess of certain free fatty acids can induce arrhythmias. The coexistence of refractory atrial arrhythmias and lipomatous hypertrophy of the interatrial septum is well known. Right ventricular dysplasia, in which a congenitally absent myocardium of the right ventricle may be partially or completely replaced by adipose and fibrous tissue, also carries the risk of sudden death from arrhythmias. The mechanism is probably related to the localised lipomatous transformation causing an actual delay in the intraventricular transmission of impulses, with the subsequent development of re-entrant ventricular arrhythmias.

Fatty infiltration of the myocardium is usually an incidental intraoperative or necropsy finding. Most publications dealing with fatty infiltration in the heart have accordingly been largely limited either to retrospective postmortem studies or individual case reports. With advanced radiological and echocardiographic techniques it is now possible to identify myocardial fat infiltration antemortem. In addition to their diagnostic utility, these high quality imaging techniques can provide a non-invasive means for prospectively following patients. They may also help to localise and quantitatively characterise normal myocardial fat as well as compare the prevalence of myocardial fatty infiltration in vivo to prior necropsy series. Studies correlating radiological findings with biopsy, transplant or postmortem specimens may aid in further delineating the clinicopathological significance of myocardial fat infiltration.
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